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Abstract

About one-third of sporadic basal cell carcinomas (BCCs) of the skin

and 10â€”15%of primitive neuroectodermal tumors (PNETs) of the central

nervous system show mutations in the PTCH tumor suppressor gene. The

PTCH gene product (Ptch) functions as a transmembrane receptor for the

Sonic hedgehog protein (Shh) and interacts with another transmembrane

protein called Smoh. To further elucidate the significance of alterations in

the Shh signaling pathway, we investigated 31 sporadic BCCs and 15

PNETs for the mutation and/or expression of SMOH, PTCH, SHH, and

(././/. In addition, we fine-mapped the SMOH gene locus by fluorescence

in situ hybridization to chromosomal band 7q32. Mutational analysis

identified four BCCs with somatic missense mutations in SMOH affecting

codon 535 (TGG=>TTG: Trp=>Leu) in three tumors and codon 199
(('(;<; v:â€¢'!'<;<;:Arg=>Trp) in one tumor. A missense mutation at codon 533

(AGC^AAC: Ser=>Asn) was found in one PNET. PTCH mutations were

detected in eight BCCs and one PNET. Two BCCs demonstrated muta

tions in both SMOH and PTCH. The majority of tumors showed an

increased expression of SMOH, PTCH, and GUI transcripts as compared

with that of normal skin and nonneoplastic brain tissue, respectively. In

contrast, only one BCC and one PNET expressed SHH mRNA at levels

detectable by reverse transcription-PCR, and no SHH gene mutations

were found. In summary, our results indicate that both PTCH and SMOH

represent important targets for genetic alterations in sporadic BCCs and

PNETs.

Introduction

The PTCH gene is the human homologue of the Drosophila
patched gene and codes for a transmembrane protein (Ptch) that
serves as a receptor for the secreted Sonic hedgehog (Shh) signaling
protein (1. 2). Ptch forms a complex with another transmembrane
protein, the human homologue of the Drosophila smoothened protein
(Smoh; Rets. 1. 3, and 4). In the absence of Shh. Ptch inhibits the
activity of Smoh ( 1, 4). The binding of Shh to Ptch can relieve this
inhibition of Smoh, which results in the transduction of the Shh signal
and transcriptional activation of several genes coding for members of
the transforming growth factor ÃŸ.Gli. and Wnt protein families, as
well as Ptch itself (1. 4-6). Several recent studies have provided

evidence that alterations in the Shh signaling cascade are involved in
the pathogenesis of hereditary and sporadic human diseases. Germ-

line mutations in the SHH gene were found to be responsible for
holoprosencephaly type 3 (7). Germ-line mutations in the PTCH gene
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were identified in patients with nevoid BCC4 syndrome, a rare auto-

somal dominant disorder that predisposes individuals to the develop
ment of multiple BCCs of the skin and a number of other tumor types
including PNETs of the central nervous system as well as various
developmental defects (8, 9). Somatic mutations in PTCH as well as
in SHH were detected in sporadic BCCs. PNETs, and certain other
types of sporadic tumors (10-15). The significance of these findings

is supported by experimental studies showing that heterozygous
patched mutant mice demonstrate an increased likelihood for the
development of cerebellar PNETs (16), and that transgenic mice
overexpressing Shh in the skin develop BCCs at a high frequency
(15).

In contrast to PTCH and SHH, the involvement of SMOH gene
alterations in the pathogenesis of human tumors is less established
thus far. Here we report on the chromosomal fine-mapping of the

SMOH gene locus and the molecular genetic analysis of SMOH.
PTCH, SHH, and GLI1 for mutation and/or expression in sporadic
BCCs and PNETs. Our findings indicate that in addition to PTCH
mutations, missense mutations in SMOH may contribute to the patho
genesis of some BCCs and PNETs. presumably by leading to consti
tutive activation of the protein.

Materials and Methods

Tumor Samples. The tumors were selected from the frozen tumor tissue
collections at the Departments of Neuropathology and Dermatology. Heinrich-
Heine-University (DÃ¼sseldorf. Germany I. Frozen samples from four PNETs
were provided by Dr. C. Sommer. Department of Neuropathology. Ruprecht-
Karls-University (Heidelberg, Germany). The BCCs were from 19 male and 12
female patients (mean age at operation. 71 years; range. 33-89 years). None of

the patients showed evidence of nevoid BCC syndrome. The PNETs were from
10 male and 5 female patients (mean age at operation. 16 years; range. 6
months to 46 years). Parts of the tumor tissue were frozen immediately after
the operation and stored at â€”80Â°C.To assure that the tumor pieces taken for

molecular genetic analysis contained a sufficient proportion of tumor cells, a
histological evaluation of a representative part of each of these pieces was
performed.

DNA and RNA Extraction. The extraction of high molecular weight DNA

and RNA from frozen tumor tissue was carried out by ultracentrifugation as
described by Ichimura et al. (17). The extraction of high molecular weight
DNA from peripheral blood leukocytes was performed according to standard

protocols.
Screening for Mutations by SSCP/Heteroduplex Analysis and Direct

Sequencing. Mutational analysis of all 22 coding exons of PTCH was per

formed as described previously (13). Exons 1-3 of SHH were analyzed by

using the primer sets and conditions as published (7). For the analysis of
SMOH. 3 Â¡igof total RNA from each tumor were reverse-transcribed into

cDNA using random hexanucleotide primers and Superscript II reverse tran-

scriptase (Life Technologies. Inc.). The SMOH coding sequence, except for the

4 The abbreviations used are: BCC, basal cell carcinoma: DAPI. 4'.6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridisation: PNET. primitive neuroectodermal
tumor: SSCP, single-strand conformationa! polymorphism.
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SMOH MUTATIONS IN BCCS AND PNETS

first 60 codons, was then amplified by PCR using a set of seven primer pairs.
Six of the PCR products were cut with an appropriate restriction enzyme
before SSCP/heteroduplex analysis (Table 1). The resulting fragments were
screened for mutations by electrophoresis on 10% nondenaturating polyacryl-

amide gels at 120 V for 16 h. Each fragment was analyzed at room temperature
and at 4Â°C.After electrophoresis. the SSCP/heteroduplex band patterns were

visualized by silver staining of the gels. PCR products with aberrant SSCP/
heteroduplex patterns were sequenced in both directions by manual sequencing

using the USB Sequenase PCR product sequencing kit (Amersham).
Expression Analyses by Reverse Transcription-PCR. Analysis of

SMOH, PTCH. and GUI mRNA expression was performed by differential
reverse transcription-PCR amplification using primers specific for each tran

script (Table 1) together with primers for transcripts from either GAPDH (18)
or B2MG (19). PCR was performed for 30 cycles (1 min at 94Â°C,1 min at

56Â°C,and 1 min at 72Â°C)in PCR buffer containing 1.5 mM MgCU, 0.2 rnM

each deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 0.5 /Â¿Meach primer, and 1 unit of Taq
DNA polymerase (Eurogentec). Reference tissues included nonneoplastic adult
cerebral and cerebellar tissue samples (cerebral cortex from the temporal lobe
of a patient operated on for epilepsy, cerebellar cortex from a patient operated
on for a cerebellar angioma, and normal cerebellar cortex obtained postmor
tem) and normal skin samples from two adult individuals. PCR products were
separated on 2% agarose gels, and the ethidium bromide-stained bands were
recorded by the Gel-Doc 1000 system (Bio-Rad). The expression of SHH
mRNA was determined by reverse transcription-PCR using the primers listed
in Table I. PCR was performed for 30 cycles of 1 min at 94Â°C,1 min at 56Â°C,
and 1 min at 72Â°C.To assess the cDNA quantity used as template, ÃŸ-actin

cDNA was amplified in a separate PCR reaction (13).

Southern Blot Analysis. For Southern blot analysis, 2.5 fig of DNA were

digested with the restriction enzymes Taq\ or Hindlll, separated on 0.8%
agarose gels, and alkali-blotted to Hybond-N* membranes (Amersham). The
membranes were hybridized with [a-'2PldCTP-labeled DNA probes. A

1.15-kb genomic probe for SMOH was generated by PCR using primers P6F
(Table I) and SR (5'-AGGGGCAGGGGGGTGAAG-3'). A PCR product

covering exon 1 of the gene was used as a probe for SHH. As a reference for

the assessment of gene copy number, the blots were hybridized with a probe
for the CCNA gene locus at 4q3l-q35. This probe was a 528-bp reverse
transcription-PCR fragment corresponding to nucleotides 352-879 of the

CCNA cDNA sequence (European Molecular Biology Laboratory accession
number X51688). Densitometric evaluation of the target gene dose relative to
control (leukocyte) DNA was performed with Molecular Analyst software

Table 1 Primers tinti restrictifÂ»!en-ymes used for SSCP/lieterttfluplei tintilvsis of
SMOH (P1-P7) as well as expression analyses of SMOH (PU), PTCH (P9),

SHH IPIO), anil GUI (PII)

Primersequences"PI

F 5 '-CTG AGC CAC TGC GGCCGG-3'P1R
5'-CGG CAC ACA GCA GGG GCTG-3'P2F
5'-GTC GGG CCT CCG GAATGC-3'P2R
5'-GCC GCG ATG TAG CTGTGC-3'P3F
5'-CTC TTC ACA GAG GCT GAG-3'P3R
5'-CAG GGC TTT GAA GGA AGTG-3'P4F
5'-GGT TTG GTT TGT GGT CCTC-3'P4R
5'-AGG TAA TGA GCA CAA AGCC-3'P5F
5'-ACC ATG CTG CGC CTGGGC-3'P5R
5'-TGC AGG AGC TCG TGCCGC-3'P6F
5'-GCA AGA TGA TTG CCA AGGC-3'P6R
5'-AGC GGG CAC ACC TCCTTC-3'P7F
5'-AGA GCT GCA GAA GCGCCT-3'P7R
5'-TCA GAA GTC CGA GTCTGC-3'P8F
5'-CAC CTC CAA TGA GAC TCT GTCC-3'P8R
5'-CTC AGC CTG GTT GAA GAA GTCG-3'P9F
5'-CGC CTA TGC CTG TCT AAC CATGC-3'P9R
5'-TAA ATC CAT GCT GAG AAT TGCA-3'P10F

5'-CCA CTG CTC GGT GAA AGCAG-3'P10R
5'-GGA AAG TGA GGA AGT CGCTG-3'PUR
5'-CTC AAC AGG AGC TAC TGTGG-3'PUF
5 '-GGG TTA CAT ACC TGT CCT TC-3'Restriction

enzymes,
fragment si/es, and

nucleotidescovered'1204bp(nt'

181-385)Cfol,

177 + 204bp(nt
327-708)Ndell.

214 + 163bp(nt
661-1038)Mspl,

315 + 98bp(nt
987-1399)Â«in/I.

189 + 211bp(nt
1342-1742)Pvull.

135 + 222bp(nt
1697-2054)Pvull,

129 + 246bp(nt
1989-2364)519

bp(nt918-1437)450bp(nt

1338-1788)181

bp(nt694-875)396

bplnt 2789-3185)

" F. forward; R. reverse.
h The numbering of nucleotides is according to OenBank accession numbers U84401

(SMOH). U43I48 (PTCH). L385I8 (SHH). and X03784 (CLII).
' nt. nucleotide.

after scanning the autoradiograms with a GS-700 imaging densitometer (Bio-

Rad).
Chromosomal Assignment and FISH Mapping of SMOH. The SMOH

gene locus was assigned to human chromosome 7 by PCR analysis of a
chromosome-specific hybrid panel (National Institute of General Medical

Sciences Human/Rodent Somatic Cell Hybrid Mapping Panel 2; Coriell Cell
Repositories. Camden, NJ) using primers P6F and SR. Primer SR corresponds
to a sequence segment absent in the rat smooihened gene and therefore allows

specific amplification of human SMOH from the hybrid panel. A human
chromosome 7-specific cosmid library (No. 113 (L4/FS7) from (he Resource

Center/Primary Database of the German Human Genome Project, Berlin.
Germany] was screened by hybridizing high-density fillers with the genomic

probe for SMOH. The initial screening identified seven positive cosmid clones
from which five (ICRFcll3 L2035Q4. N2035Q4. FI919Q4, O0637Q4, and
I1950Q4) were selected and confirmed to contain SMOH sequences by PCR

using primer pairs P2. P3, P6, and P7 (Table 1). Cosmids L2035Q4. N2035Q4.
F1919Q4. and O0637Q4 were labeled with biotin-16-dUTP using standard

nick translation protocols, and FISH was performed to normal human met-

aphase chromosomes separately for each cosmid as described previously (20).
Hybridized probe was detected by avidin-FITC, and chromosomes were coun-

terstained with DAPI. The experiments were analyzed by epifluorescence

microscopy. Digitized images were obtained separately for DAPI and FITC
with a cooled charge-coupled device camera (Photometries. Tucson. AZ),

electronically overlaid, and carefully aligned. From each experiment, at least
40 metaphase cells were analyzed microscopically, and 10 metaphase cells
with particularly extended chromosomes were selected for digital image
analysis.

Results

The chromosomal localization of SMOH was determined by FISH
of normal human metaphase chromosomes using four cosmids con
taining SMOH sequences as probes. All four cosmids mapped to the
same chromosomal site, allowing the assignment of SMOH to 7q32
(Fig. la). No additional signals were found in other regions of the
human genome for any of the cosmids tested.

None of the BCCs and PNETs demonstrated evidence of SMOH
gene amplification by Southern blot analysis. Mutational screening of
SMOH at the transcript level revealed point mutations in 4 of 31
(13%) BCCs and 1 of 15 (7%) PNETs. Three BCCs (BCC6. BCC7,
and BCC20) carried an identical G to T exchange at nucleotide 1604
(numbering according to GenBank accession number U84401 ), which
translates into an amino acid exchange from tryptophan to leucine at
codon 535. The mutation was also present in genomic DNA from
these tumors. However, the corresponding constitutional (leukocyte)
DNA of these patients showed only the wild-type sequence at this

position, indicating the somatic origin of the mutations (Fig. \b). In all
tumors, the mutant sequence was present together with the wild-type

sequence, a finding suggesting that only one alÃelecarried the muta
tion, whereas the second (wild-type) alÃelewas retained. A heterozy

gous somatic C to T transition at nucleotide 595. which translates into
an amino acid substitution from arginine to tryptophan at codon 199,
was identified in tumor BCC33. This particular amino acid resides in
the NH2-terminal region of the protein between the signal sequence

and the putative first transmembrane domain and is conserved in the
rat protein but not in Drosophila. In one PNET (dpMBll), a het
erozygous G to A transition was found at nucleotide 1598 that leads
to the exchange from serine to asparagine at codon 533 (Fig. le).
Unfortunately, a somatic origin of this alteration could not be con
firmed, because no constitutional DNA was available from this pa
tient. Nevertheless, like the mutations in BCC6, BCC7. and BCC20,
the nucleotide sequence change in dpMBl 1 results in the substitution
of an evolutionary conserved amino acid located in the putative
seventh transmembrane domain. In addition, this sequence change
was not found as a constitutional change in 110 different individuals.
Thus, it is more likely that it represents a mutation rather than a
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SMOH MUTATIONS IN BCCS AND PNETS

Fig. 1. A, chromosomal mapping of the SMOH
gene to human metaphasc chromosomes by FISH.
The hybridi/ed cosmids were detected via FITC,
and chromosomes were counlersluined with DAP!.
A spread metaphasc cell is shown on the left, illus
trating the specificity of the hybridi/ation experi
ment. Right, individual chromosome 7 homologues
with probe hybridi/ation signals are shown to dem
onstrate the position of the signal on the chromo
some. Careful comparison of DAP1 and FITC im
ages revealed that SMOH maps to chromosomal
band 7q32. ÃŸ.demonstration of a somatic missense
mutation in SMOH in BCC20. This tumor carried a
heterozygous G to T transversion (arrow) at nucle-
otide 1604. which predicts an exchange of trypto-

phan to leucine at codon 535 (righi}. The mutation
is absent in the constitutive (hlooti) DNA from this
patient (left). C, SSCP analysis of SMOH (left)
showing an aberrant pattern for the desmoplastic
medulloblastoma dpMBI 1 (Lane /) compared to a
wild-type reference (Lane 2). DNA sequencing
(righi) revealed a hetero/.ygous G to A transition
(arrow) at nucleotide 1598 exchanging serine to
asparagine at codon 533. The sequence shown in C
is derived from the noncoding strand.

B
A C G T A C G T A C G T

blood tumor

polymorphism. In contrast, another sequence alteration detected in
dpMBll, i.e., a G to A transition at nucleotide 808 leading to the
exchange from valine to isoleucine at codon 270, probably represents
a polymorphism, because it does not affect a conserved amino acid. In
fact, the Drosophila sequence at codon 270 codes for isoleucine.
Tumor BCC28 showed a nucleotide exchange in codon 647 (C1939T)
that causes the substitution of proline by serine. This amino acid is
conserved in rat but not in Drosophila. Because the same sequence
change was present in the patient's constitutional DNA, it might

represent a rare polymorphism. Additional polymorphisms that oc
curred in more than a single case and did not result in amino acid
exchanges were identified in codon 245 (G735A), codon 284
(G852A), codon 379 (G1137A), and codon 388 (C1164G).

SSCP/heteroduplex analysis of the entire PTCH coding region
revealed mutations in eight BCCs and one PNET. The PTCH muta
tions found in three BCCs (BCC3, BCC7, and BCC8) as well as in the
PNET (stP3) had been reported previously (13). Here, PTCH muta
tions in five tumors (BCC10, BCC22, BCC27, BCC31, and BCC33)
were newly identified by the screening of 22 additional BCCs. Four of
these latter mutations predicted the generation of truncated proteins.
BCC31 carried a 1-bp deletion (nt2861delA). and BCC33 carried a
1-bp insertion (nt278insT), both of which resulted in frameshifts and

in the introduction of premature stop codons several bp downstream
of the mutation site. Two nonsense mutations were found in BCC10
(G3042A) and BCC22 (C1237T) that both caused a premature stop of
translation. One BCC (BCC27) carried a missense mutation, namely
a G to A transition at nucleotide 3622, which predicts an amino acid
exchange of glycine to serine in the intracellular COOH-terminal part

of the protein. Two tumors (BCC7 and BCC33) showed mutations in
both PTCH and SMOH. Mutational analysis of all coding exons of
SHH did not identify any tumor with evidence of a mutation among
the 31 BCCs and 15 PNETs investigated. In addition, no instance of
SHH gene amplification was found by Southern blot analysis of these
tumors.

Twenty-six BCCs and all 15 PNETs were investigated by reverse
transcription-PCR for the expression of SMOH, PTCH, SHH, and

GUI (Table 2, Fig. 2). SMOH mRNA was expressed in the reference
brain and skin tissue samples. Increased transcript levels relative to
these reference tissues were found in 11 of 26 BCCs and 14 of 15
PNETs. The remaining tumors showed expression levels approxi
mately equal to those of the respective reference tissues.

PTCH expression was increased relative to that of normal skin in 25
of 26 BCCs and relative to that of nonneoplastic brain tissue in all
PNETs (Table 2, Fig. 2). None of the tumors lacked detectable PTCH
transcripts. This finding corrects our previous study in which we
reported three BCCs and three PNETs without detectable PTCH
expression (13). When repeating the analysis of these tumors with
new batches of cDNA and a modified detection method, i.e., differ
ential reverse transcription-PCR, PTCH transcripts were detected in

all instances (Table 2).

Only two tumors (BCC14 and stP5) expressed SHH mRNA at
levels detectable by reverse transcription-PCR (Table 2). Both tumors

showed strong signals for PTCH and SMOH transcripts but no mu
tations in these genes. No SHH transcripts were detected in normal
skin or in the reference brain tissue samples. Increased levels of GUI
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SMOH MUTATIONS IN BCCS AND PNETS

Table 2 Summary of investigated tumors, mulafiontil screening results, and expression analvses

TumorBCClBCC2BCC3BCC4BCC5BCC6BCC7BCC8BCC9BCCIOBCCI1BCCl

2BCCl
3BCCl
4BCCl
5BCCl
6BCCl
7BCCl
8BCCl
9BCC20BCC2IBCC22BCC23BCC24BCC25BCC26BCC27BCC28BCC3IBCC32BCC33MB91'MBHMB13MB14MB15dpMB9'dpMBK)dpMBlldpMB12dpMB13dpMBUstP2sstP3stP4stP5Age

(yr)7489686877845885617467757959883381657433846875868569875274597686546372311332512260.5725SexMMMMMMMMMMFFMMMMFMFMFFMFFFFFMMFMFMFMFMFMMMMMFMLocationCheekUpper

lipLower
legEyeShoulderCheekNoseChinLower

EyelidForeheadUpper

lipUpper
lipGlabellaAxillaChinCheekNoseNoseChinUpper

lipForeheadNoseBackCheekNeckHeadForeheadHeadChinBackGlabellaCerebellumCerebellumCerebellumCerebellumSpinal

cordCerebellumCerebellumCerebellumCerebellumCerebellumCerebellumCerebrumCerebrumCerebrumCerebrumPTCH

mutation"C1081T

(prematurestop)A3571T(Thr=>Ser)T3932C

(Leu^>Pro)1422del4
(frameshift)G3042A

(prematurestop)CI237T

(prematurestop)G3622A

(Gly^>Ser)2861delA

(frameshift)278insT

(frameshift)C2161T

(Pro^Ser)PTCH

SMOH CHI SHH
mRNA mRNA mRNA mRNA

SMOH mutation" expression* expression* expression''expression'+

+ + +++NAd
NA NANA+

+ + + + + + ++NA
NA NANANA
NA NANAG1604T(Trp=>Leu)

+ + + + + + + ++G1604T(Trp=>Leu)
+ + + + + +++++

+++++++
++++

+ + + +++++
+ + +++

+ + + + + + +++
+ + + + + + +++
+ + + + + + + +++

+ + +++
+ + +4-+

+ + + + + +++
+ +++

+ + + + + ++G1604T
(Trp=>Leu) + + + + + + + +++

+ + + + + +++
+ + + + + +++

+ + + + + + +++++
+++++++
++++

+++
+ +++++

+++NA
NA NANANA
NA NANAC595T

(Arg=>Trp) + + + + +++
+ + +++++

++++
+ + +++

+ + ++ + +++
+ +++

+ + ++ + +++
+ + + + ++G1598A

(Ser4>Asn) + + + + + + + +++
+ + +++

+ + + + + +++
+ + + + + + +++

+ + +++
+ +++

+ + + + + +++
+ + + + + ++ +

" The consequences at the protein level of the mutations detected are given in brackets.
' The expression levels were ranked according to the following scale: â€”.no detectable expression; +, expression level below or equal to that of the reference tissue (normal skin

and nonneoplastic brain tissue, respectively); + + . moderately increased expression level relative to thai of the reference tissue; + + + . strongly increased expression level relative to
that of the reference tissue.

'The absence (-) or presence ( + ) of detectable SHH transcripts is indicated.
'' NA. not analyzed.
'' MB. medulloblastoma.

' dpMB. desmoplastic MB.
* SIP. supratentorial PNET.

mRNA relative to the respective reference tissues were found in 24 of
26 BCCs and 9 of 15 PNETs (Table 2, Fig. 2).

Discussion

We report on the detection of missense mutations in the SMOH
gene in 4 of 31 BCCs and 1 of 15 PNETs. The mutations found in
three BCCs and in the PNET predict the exchange of single amino
acids in the hydrophobic region of the putative seventh transmem
brane domain of Smoh. This domain exhibits a high degree of ho-

mology to the Dmsophila and rat smoothened proteins as well as to
the Dmsophila frizzled family of transmembrane glycoproteins (3).
Point mutations in this conserved domain could possibly result in
conformational changes that lead to constitutional activation of the
Smoh protein. The finding of an increased expression of two genes
known to be transcriptionally up-regulated by Shh, i.e.. PTCH and
GUI (4-6), in the tumors with SMOH mutations supports this hy

pothesis. One tumor (BCC33) carried a somatic point mutation alter
ing codon 199 of the Smoh protein. The expression of PTCH and
GLU transcripts was elevated in BCC33, however, this tumor also had
a mutation in PTCH. Therefore, the significance of the codon 199
mutation in Smoh remains to be further investigated.

Experimental evidence for the activating nature of the mutation
found in BCC6, BCC7. and BCC20 has been provided by a recent
study that was published during preparation of our manuscript (21).

These authors identified missense mutations in SMOH in 3 of 47
sporadic BCCs. Two tumors carried the identical mutation (G1604T)
found in BCC6, BCC7, and BCC20. Xie et al. (21) also showed that
Smoh containing either this particular mutation or another missense
mutation (Arg to Gin at codon 562) can cooperate with adenovirus
EIA to transform rat embryonic fibroblasts. In addition, BCC-like

lesions were found to develop in transgcnic murine skin overexpress-

ing mutant Smoh (21). Thus, there is evidence that SMOH represents
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a)
-SMOH

- GAPDH

-PTCH

b)

Fig. 2. Analysis of SMOH. PTCH. and GUI mRNA expression by differencial reverse
transcripIion-PCR in BCCs (a) and PNETs (*). a. Lanes 1-7: BCC3, BCC6, BCC7.

BCC8, BCC13. BCC20, and BCC22, respectively: Lanes 8 and 9, two normal skin
samples, b. Lanes 1-7: MB9. MB11. MB14. MB15. dpMBll. dpMBI3. and dpMBI4.
respectively; Lanes 8 and 9. two nonneoplastic cerebellar tissue samples. The majority of
tumors show increased signals compared to the respective nonneoplastic tissues. No GLII
transcripts were detected in tumors MB9 (b. Lane /), MB11 (b. Lane 2). and MB15 (b.
Lane 4).

a cellular oncogene that can be activated by missense mutations. The
precise mechanisms by which mutations result in Smoh activation and
neoplastic transformation remain to be elucidated. One possibility is
that SMOH mutations alter the interaction between Smoh and Ptch
and thereby prevent Smoh from Ptch inhibition. However, other
mechanisms leading to constitutional Smoh activity may also be
possible.

Xie et al. (21) mapped the SMOH gene locus to the chromosomal
region 7q31-q32. Our FISH results refine this localization to 7q32.

This chromosomal segment was found to be amplified in certain types
of human tumors including malignant gliomas (22). However, none of
the BCCs and PNETs investigated here showed evidence of SMOH
gene amplification. Thus, gene amplification can be excluded as a
common mechanism of SMOH activation in these tumors. Further
more, the finding that wild-type Smoh, in contrast to mutant Smoh,

did not transform rat fibroblasts in cooperation with adenovirus EIA
(21) suggests that increased expression of Smoh on its own is not
sufficient to induce the growth of BCCs and PNETs.

The current data (the present study and Ref. 21 ) indicate that only
small fractions of BCCs and PNETs have SMOH mutations. The
actual frequency of SMOH alterations in these tumors may be some
what higher, because the sensitivity of the SSCP screening is limited.

The sensitivity of SSCP analysis in detecting single-base substitutions

has been shown to range from 97% for fragments of 150 bp to about
70% for fragments of 250 bp, respectively (23). Because one fragment

analyzed in our study was even larger than 250 bp, and the first 60
codons were not screened, it is possible that we have missed some
cases with SMOH mutations.

Similarly, the actual incidence of PTCH mutations in BCCs is
likely to be higher than that suggested by the values of 26% (the

present study) and 32% (10) determined by SSCP screening of two
independent tumor series. This assumption is supported by the finding
of allelic loss spanning the PTCH gene locus on 9q22 in more than
60% of BCCs (24, 25). In addition, direct sequencing of PTCH in two
BCCs without SSCP abnormalities revealed inactivating mutations in
both tumors (10). In line with studies from other laboratories (8-12),

the majority of PTCH mutations identified in our series of BCCs and
PNETs (the present study and Ref. 13) were frameshift or nonsense
mutations that result in truncated proteins, which are likely to be
functionally impaired or inactivated.

All tumors with SMOH mutations and the majority of tumors with
PTCH mutations showed elevated PTCH and GLII transcript levels
compared to those of normal skin and nonneoplastic brain tissue.

However, an increased expression of PTCH and GUI as well as
SMOH was also detected in the majority of BCCs and PNETs without

a demonstrated mutation in PTCH or SMOH. These findings corrob
orate earlier reports showing consistent overexpression of PTCH
mRNA in sporadic and familial BCCs (26), concordant overexpres
sion of SMOH and PTCH transcripts in the majority of sporadic BCCs
(27), and increased expression of GLII mRNA in sporadic BCCs with
and without a demonstrated PTCH mutation (28). Thus, it is possible
that some tumors carry alterations in other genes that may result in
activation of the Shh signal transduction pathway. A recent study
reported on a somatic missense mutation exchanging histidine to
tyrosine at codon 133 of the Shh protein in 1 of 43 BCCs, 1 of 14
medulloblastomas, and 1 of 6 breast carcinomas (15). However, we
failed to identify this particular mutation or any other SHH alteration
in our series of 31 BCCs and 15 PNETs. Therefore, it seems that SHH
is only rarely altered in these tumors. In addition, the vast majority of
BCCs and PNETs investigated here lacked expression of SHH mRNA
at levels detectable by reverse transcription-PCR. Similar to our

results, other authors have also found SHH expression restricted to
single cases of BCC (16, 28). Both tumors of our series that expressed
SHH transcripts showed no detectable PTCH and SMOH mutations
but overexpressed GLII and PTCH. Thus, it is possible that SHH
mutation and/or increased expression contribute to tumorigenesis in a
small fraction of BCCs and PNETs. An additional candidate for
genetic alterations in these tumors is the proto-oncogene GLII. Like

mutant Smoh, Glil can transform rat fibroblasts in cooperation with
adenovirus EIA (29). Ectopie expression of Glil in embryonic frog
epidermis resulted in BCC-like tumors (28). However, it remains to be

investigated whether GLI I is directly targeted by genetic alterations in
BCCs and PNETs. Finally, mutations in yet other genes, e.g., TP53 or
CDKN1A (27), could possibly up-regulate the expression of proteins

involved in the Shh pathway.
In summary, we have provided evidence that not only PTCH but

also SMOH represents an important target for mutations in human
sporadic BCCs and PNETs. Genetic alteration of SHH seems to be

less frequent in these tumors. The fact that increased expression of
PTCH, SMOH, and GUI is not restricted to BCCs and PNETs with a
demonstrated mutation in PTCH or SMOH suggests the possibility
that additional genes coding for proteins involved in the Shh signaling
cascade are altered in these tumors.
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